
 
 

  
                                                                                                                                                                                       Les glaces 

Les glaces – Unit Summary 
 

Early Language 
 
 

Aim of Unit:  In this unit pupils will learn how to: 
 Name and recognise up to 10 different flavours for ice creams.  
 Ask for an ice-cream in French using ‘je voudrais’. 
 Say what flavour they would like. 
 Say whether they would like a cone or a small pot/tub of ice-cream. 
 

Learning Objectives by the end of the unit: 
 
Level 1 
 

  I can repeat and recognise some of the 10 ice-cream flavours as presented in this unit. 
 I can attempt to possibly spell my favourite ice-cream flavour, from memory with good 

accuracy, copying from a model. 
 I say in French that I like a particular flavour in French using ‘je voudrais’, if I hear it being 

modelled by somebody else first. 
 I can say in French whether I would like my ice-cream in a cone or pot/small tub, but I will 

need a model answer to remind me how to say it accurately first. 
 
Level 2   
 

 I can repeat and recognise most of the 10 ice-cream flavours as presented in this unit. 
 I can attempt to possibly spell 5 of these ice-cream flavours in French unaided from 

memory with good accuracy. 
 I can say in French that I would like an ice-cream, using ‘je voudrais’ but I may need a 

reminder of the answer first. 
 I can specify in French what flavour ice-cream I would like, but I may need to hear a model 

answer first. 
 I can specify in French whether I would like my ice-cream in a cone or a small pot/tub if I am 

reminded of the language first. 
 

Level 3    
  

 I can name and recognise all 10 ice-cream flavours as presented in this unit.  
 I can attempt to spell more than 5 of these flavours in French with high accuracy.  
 I can say in French that I would like an ice-cream using ‘je voudrais’. 
 I can specify in French what flavour ice-cream I would like. 
 I can specify in French whether I would like my ice-cream in a cone or a small pot/tub. 

 


